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Search is on for talented youngster
The search is on to find a talented youngster in North Staffordshire to benefit from a £250
grant offered by a local company that specialises in helping young people to fulfil their
potential.

Stoke-based A Star Tutoring Centres is appealing for nominations from parents and teachers
of youngsters who have the potential to excel in their chosen sport, hobby or community
activity.

The money can be used for a wide range of purposes, from buying essential equipment or
paying for travel to training facilities to funding tools for a community project or professional
training.

Explained Centre Director Abdul Rahim: “We know that there are a lot of talented young
people here in North Staffordshire doing a lot of great things – from working in the community
to training hard in their chosen sport.

“Many have overcome significant obstacles such as a disability, difficulties at home or a lack
of appropriate encouragement or support.

“By offering this grant, we want to offer a local youngster a helping hand – providing them with
some of the funds they need to realise their goals.”

More…
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The winner of the grant will be aged between six and 16 and must be from North
Staffordshire. The winner will be chosen by a panel of judges that includes Abdul Rahim,
Martin Farrow of PR consultancy Moorlands Media and Kathie McInnes, education
correspondent at The Sentinel.

They will be looking for a winner who has already shown a determination to succeed in their
chosen pastime, future career or voluntary activity – together with a clear description of how
they will benefit from the grant.

Continued Abdul: “At A Star Tutoring Centres we provide out of school tuition in Maths,
English and Science and believe that as well as helping our students individually, we can
make a real contribution to the local community.

“Young people are vital to the future of the area and helping them to fulfil their potential is at
the heart of everything we do. This grant, which we hope to provide every year, reflects this
commitment as well as providing valuable support and encouragement for the recipient,” he
added.

Grant application form are available by contacting A-Star Tutoring Centres on 01782 767483.
The closing date for completed applications is Friday, July 20.

END

Notes to editor:
Written on behalf of A Star Tutoring Centres by Moorlands Media. For further information,
please call Martin Farrow at Moorlands Media on 07771 970025 or Abdul Rahim on 01782
767483.
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